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This paper studies the structure and continuity of derivations of the Banach 
algebra C”(I) of n times continuously differentiable functions on an interval I 
into Banach C”(I)-modules. The structure of derivations into finite dimensional 
modules is completely determined. The question of when an arbitrary derivation 
splits into the sum of continuous and singular parts is discussed. An example is 
constructed of a derivation of C’(I) which is discontinuous on every dense 
subalgebra. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 2I be a commutative complex Banach algebra with unit. A Banach 
‘U-module is a Banach space m together with a continuous homomorphism 
p: ‘$I -+ B(m). A Banach ‘%-module in this paper is the same as a commutative 
‘U-module in the sense of [l] and a Banach ‘$I-bimodule in the sense of [2]. 
A derivation, or a module derivation, of Cu into !UI is a linear map D: 9I -+ 5%X 
which satisfies the identity 
D(k) = p(f) D(g) + p(g) D(f), f,gE= 
In this paper we shall be concerned principally with the structure of deriva- 
tions into Banach modules when the algebra 2l is assumed to be C”(I), the 
algebra of all continuous complex valued functions on a closed interval I of 
the real line which have n continuous derivatives. We shall be particularly 
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interested in the form taken by discontinuous derivations. To measure the 
discontinuity of a derivation D, or any linear operator, one introduces the 
separating space G(D). This is the subspace of W defined by 
G(D) = {m E 9X j there exists {fiE} C 21, fn * 0 and D(fJ 3 m}. 
(Alternatively, G(D) consists of those m such that [0, m] lies in the closure 
of the graph of 0.) It is easily checked that G(D) is a closed submodule of 9X, 
and the derivation D is continuous if and only if B(D) = (0). The continuity 
ideal for a derivation D: ‘3 -+ %I is 
W) = {f E a I P(f) G(D) = (0)). 
Clearly 3(D) is a closed ideal in VI. It is proved in [l], Theorem 3.2, that 
3(D) = {f 1 D, is continuous}, 
where forfe 9l, Of(.) = p(f) D(.). (Note DI is also a derivation.) A derivation 
need not be continuous on 3(D). However, it is bounded on 3(D) as a bilinear 
form. 
1.1. THEOREM. Let 3(D) be the continuity ideal for a derivation D: ‘% + YJZ. 
There exists a constant M such that 
(9 ll~(f)Wll G ~IlfllII~II~f~~~~~~~~~I. 
09 II D(fg)ll < 2M llf II II g ILf, g E W). 
Proof. If f E 3(D), D, E 23(2l, 9.X). Define Y: 3(D) ---f b(%, ‘$I) by Y(f) = 
D, . Let {fn} _C 3(D), fn - fO. Then 
Vfn)(g) = Afn) D(g) => Afo) D(g) = Yfo)(g), gE2I. 
Consequently Y is a closed and hence bounded map. If M = II Y 11, we have 
Il~(f)Wll < ~IlfllIIgII, fez(D), g~aC, 
proving (i). The derivation identity yields (ii). 
Let QI be a semisimple commutative Banach algebra, viewed as an algebra 
of functions on its structure space Qa. Then ‘$I is a Silov algebra if for each 
pair FI , Fz of disjoint closed sets in @a , there exists f E ‘8 with f (FJ = 1, 
f(F,) = 0. For an element 4 E @, we write M(4) for the maximal ideal of all 
functions vanishing at +, and let J(4) be the primary ideal of all functions 
vanishing in neighborhoods of 4. We shall need the two following theorems 
from [l]. 
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1.2. THEOREM. Let ‘2l be a Silov algebra and D: ‘2[ - 9131 be a derivation. 
There exists a jimte set F = {#Q ,..., &J in @, such that 
il J(A) c W) c ii J!wd 
z=1 
The hull F of 3(D) . IS called the singularity set for D. If ‘u is singly generated 
by an element Z, then Qjsr = u%(z). W e h ave the following sufficient conditions 
for continuity of derivations in terms of the spectral properties of p(z), the 
image of the generator. 
1.3. THEOREM. Let ‘2l be a Silov algebra with a single generator z. Suppose 
that each closed primary ideal in 5!I has finite codimension. Let 9.X be a Banach 
‘%-module. If p(z) has no eigenvalues, then every derivation D: ‘2f + !Dl is con- 
tinuous. If D: ‘3 -+ !9Jl is discontinuous, p(z) is algebraic on G(D) and its spectrum 
there is the hull of 3(D). 
If ‘% = C”(1), then 2$ is a Silov algebra. 2l is generated by the function Z, 
where x(t) = t, t E I, and @pm = us(z) = I. Associated with each to E I are 
n + 1 closed primary ideals 
lb&&to) = {f~ P(l) lf(“(t,) = 0, j = 0, I ,..., k}, O<h<n. 
If D is a derivation from P(l) with singularity set F, then Theorem 1.2 may 
be sharpened. Indeed 
W) 2 n wwz-l(t). 
SF 
This fact depends on the observation that if to is fixed in I and we set I,, = 
I N {to}, then the algebra 
A, = {g E Cn(I,) 1 (t - t,)jg(i)(t) + 0 as t + t, , j = 0, I,..., n) 
is a Banach algebra under an appropriate norm and furthermore A, has a 
bounded approximate identity. These results are established in sections 2 
and 3. 
In section 4 we define the notion of the differential subspace of a C”(I)- 
module !lR, a concept first introduced by Kantorovitz [8]. This is the set of 
all vectors m E !lX such that the map p + p( p’)m is continuous, where p is a 
polynomial with derivative p’. The differential subspace W is a Banach space 
under a natural norm and is moreover a Banach P-l(I) module under an 
extension y: C-l(1) --s 2J( W) of p. If D is a bounded derivation of C”(I) into ‘iIR, 
then D(z) E W and D(f) = I D(z). If D is unbounded and D(Z) E W, 
D may be written uniquely as 
D=E+F (*I 
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where E is a bounded derivation and F is a discontinuous derivation vanishing 
on all polynomials and on the square of the continuity ideal 3(D). For the special 
case of C”(I) this result is a sharpened version of Theorem 5.1 of [ 11. A derivation 
satisfying (*) we call decomposable. E and F are the continuous and singular 
parts. The space W clearly contains all eigenvectors for the operator p(z). 
By 1.3 if p(z) has no eigenvectors, every derivation D from C”(I) to 9R must 
be bounded. If W = {0}, there are no non-zero derivations at all. Examples 
illustrating that all possibilities may occur are discussed in section 6. 
In section 5 we examine the structure of derivations into finite dimensional 
modules. For an arbitrary commutative Banach algebra with unit if there 
exists a maximal ideal M such that M2 has infinite codimension, then, as is 
well-known, there exist discontinuous derivations into one-dimensional modules 
(point derivations). Furthermore, a two-dimensional module may be constructed 
such that the module homomorphism p is discontinuous. On the other hand 
if co(M2) < co for each maximal ideal M, then co(M”) < CO for each power 
M” and it is quite probable that the ideals M” are closed. This has been proved 
recently by Christensen [3] for separable algebras 2X. In the case that co(M”) < to 
and Mh is closed for each maximal ideal M, derivations into finite dimensional 
modules must be bounded. 
For ‘$l = C”(I), all derivations D into finite dimensional Banach modules 
may be explicitly determined. For cyclic modules they may be written 
D=orGfEfF 
where G is a particular discontinuous and indecomposable derivation con- 
structed in Theorem 5.4, E is bounded and F is singular. The indecomposable 
derivation G arises only for eigenvalues of p(z) of maximal ascent 12 + 1. 
In section 6 we specialize to (II = Cl[O, l] and take ‘2X = L,(O, l), 1 < p < 00. 
If we set 
p&) x(t) = t.+> + a Jo* 4s) ds 
for 01 a complex number and x E !JJZ, then Kantorovitz [lo] has shown that 
pu can be extended to be a bounded homomorphism from Cl[O, l] to the bounded 
operators on L,(O, 1) if 1 Re 011 < 1. We shall consider pa! for our module 
action in the three cases CL = 0, &l. For 
h(f) W) = f(t) x(t) + f’(t) jot 4s) ds; 
cz = 0, Mf) 4(t) = f(t) 44 
a = -1, td.f) 4(t) = f(t) 44 - j)(s) 4s) ds. 
See [lo] for a verification of the first and third of these formulas. For ar = 1 
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it is shown in [lo] that W = {0}, h ence for this module action there are no 
non-zero derivations. If N == 0, then there are no eigenvectors for pa , but 
W = !IR. Hence all derivations are bounded. Indeed o(f) = f’D(z) where 
D(z) is arbitrarily chosen in !IJL If 01 = -1, then there are eigenvectors for 
pr and W is a proper subspace of ‘9+X The precise description of W is given 
in section 6. Since W # m, indecomposable derivations may exist. We compute 
an explicit example of an indecomposable derivation which is discontinuous 
on every dense subalgebra of ‘?I. The situation differs from that for finite 
dimensional modules. Here all eigenvalues are simple; but for a finite dimen- 
sional module an indecomposable derivation of C?[O, l] must be associated 
with an eigenvalue of ascent 2. 
2. THE ALGEBRA P(I) 
As is well-known the algebra r?(1), I = [0, I], is a Banach algebra under 
the norm 
We shall set z(t) = t, 0 < t < 1, and denote the dense subalgebra of complex 
polynomials by $J. We will need a characterization of the squares of the closed 
primary ideals with finite codimension in Cn(lT). We use the notation 
M,,, = {f E c”(I) 1 f “‘(0) = 0, j = I,... k}. 
These are precisely the closed ideals of finite codimension contained in the 
maximal ideal M,., of functions vanishing at zero. 
2.1. THEOREM. Let n be a positive integer. 
(i) M&, = zMn,, = {f 1 f (0) = f ‘(0) = 0, and f tn+l)(0) exists}. 
(ii) ME,k = z?+~M,,~, 1 < k < n - 1. 
(iii) Mi,, = znMn,, . 
Part (i) is from [l, Example 31. Part (ii) is due to Dales and McClure [4]. 
Part (iii) has been proved independently by A. Browder and his argument 
can be found in [4]. Our proof depends on the fact that the algebra 
A, = {g E P((0, I]) 1 tjg(i)(t) + 0 as t --+ 0, j = 0, l,..., n} 
with the norm 
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is a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity. We sketch a proof 
of this fact, since both (iii) and one of our later results depend on it. The proof 
that A, is a Banach algebra is routine, as well as the proof that the map T(g) = 
zng, g E A, , is a one-one continuous map of A,, onto n/r,,, . To see that A, 
has a bounded approximate identity, choose h E Cm with compact support in 
(0, 3) and such that h 3 0, st h(t) dt = 1. Define 
h,(t) = mh(mt), m = 1, 2,... 
and 
e,(t) = s” h,(s) ds, m = 1, 2,... 
0 
Then e,(t) G 1 (t > 1/2m) and e:)(t) = mih+l)(mt),j = I,..., 11. Consequently 
Thus in the norm of A, 
IIe,II G 1 + f ’ - 11 h+l’ Ilrn . 3=1 i! 2 
It is easily checked that forfe A, , lim nz&~~t.l I WY4 - (emf>(k)(W = 0, 
k = 0, l,..., n, which shows that (em} is a bounded approximate identity. 
Now by Cohen’s theorem [2, p. 611 iffE Mn,n there are g, h EM,,, such that 
z-“f = (z-ng)(z-nh), so z”f = gh, which proves PM,,, LZ Mz,, . For the 
reverse inclusion let h, k E M,,, . Then h = z%, k = xnb, where a, b E A, . 
Writing hk = x”(z”ab) we see hk E PM,,, . 
The squares of the closed primary ideals Mn,k(t) at other points t in [0, I] 
are given by exactly similar formulas, where z is replaced by z - t. 
3. C(I) MODULES AND DERIVATIONS 
If !IJI is a C”(1) module, the module structure imposes certain restrictions 
on the operator p(z) and the continuity ideal of a derivation. 
Recall that the ascent of an eigenvalue X for a linear operator T is the smallest 
integer k such that (T - XI)*+% = 0 implies (T - ;\I)*x = 0. 
3.1. THEOREM. If 9.l is a C”(I) module, every eigenvalue for p(z) has ascent 
atmostn+ 1. 
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Proof. Suppose m, E%X, (p(z) - /U)k+lm, = 0, but (p(z) - hl)km,, # 0. For 
any polynomial p 
p(p) m, = f '9 (p(x) - hl)l m. , 
i=O 
Since the vectors 
m,, (fC4 - Wm, ,-., (~(4 - Wkmoy 
are linearly independent, the maps p -+ pa)(X) must be continuous on !@ for 
the C”(1) norm. This forces k < 72. 
Let W be a C”(I) module and D: C”(I) ---f !lR be a discontinuous derivation. 
Let F = {h, ,..., h,} be the finite hull of 3(D). Let M,,(h) = {f 1 fci)(h) = 0, 
0 < i <j}. Then Mn,&) is topologically generated as an ideal in C”(I) by 
(z - X)i+l. It follows from Theorem 1.2 that 
since the ideal on the right is precisely the ideal n {J(X) 1 X E F}. However, 
3(D) is actually larger. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let D: C”(I) + %l be a discontinuous derivation. Then 
W) 2 n WwdV I h E huWW- 
Proof. IfF = {X, ,..., X,} is the hull of S(D), choose e, E C”(I) with e,(X) K 1 
in a neighborhood of h, , e,e, = 0, j # k, and let e. = 1 - C,“=, ej . Writing 
Di(,) = p(q) D(.), we have D = Cy-, Dj , where D, is a continuous derivation 
and each Di , j = l,..., m, is discontinuous with hull (3(D,)) = {A,}. Also 
Z(D) = 6 3(D,), 
j=l 
as S(D,) = (f 1 fej E 3(D)}. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem when the 
hull of 3(D) is a single point, which we may suppose to be the point zero. 
Then we are reduced to proving that ,zn E 3(D), since zn generates Mn,n-r(0) = 
Mn,n-l . It is enough to show that p(z”) D(.) is continuous on M,., . Let 
{fJ C Mn,, and fk + 0. By the topological isomorphism of M,,, with A,, 
we can write 
fk = xngk > gkE& 
and gk q 0 in A,, . Since A,, has a bounded approximate identity, we can 
write g, = hav, where hk , v E A, and h, =+ 0 in A,, by the Johnson-Varopoulos 
form of Cohen’s theorem [2, p. 621. Then 
xnfk = a,b 
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where ak = znhl, =P 0 in M,,n and b = PV E M,,, C 3(D). Consequently 
P(z”) D(fd = ,44 D(b) + ,44 %4 - dfd 44 * 0, as k-tco. 
We will see examples of derivations of C”(I) into finite dimensional modules 
which show this result cannot be improved. 
4. CONTINUOUS DERIVATIONS OF C@(I) 
Let 2l be a commutative Banach algebra with unit which is singly generated 
by an element z. If D: ‘?I + !lJI is a derivation, we have 
D(Pc4) = P(PW> DC4 PER 
where ‘$ is the dense subalgebra of polynomials in x. If D is continuous, it is 
completely determined by this formula. Thus a continuous derivation is uniquely 
determined by the vector D(z) which is the image of the generator. 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let ‘8 be singly generated and !IJI be a Banach ‘$I-module. 
The d#erentiaI subspace is the set W of all vectors m such that the map 
is continuous on $3. 
We have immediately: 
4.2. PROPOSITION. (1) If D: 9l-+ %ll is a continuous derivation, then D(z) E W. 
(2) If m E W there is a unique continuous derivation D: 2f + ‘33 such that 
D(z) = m. 
When 2I = F(I) we can characterize W. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let !ll be a C*(I)-module. A vector m lies in the d@rential 
subspace W z# the map 
P -+ P(Pb 
is continuous for the C*-l(I) norm on ‘p. 
Proof. Let 5I3, = {p E $3 1 p(0) = O}. W e use the elementary inequality 
tllPll, <IIP’IL <nllPll,, PE%, 
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where /j Ijn denotes the C” norm. If m E W there exists a constant L such that 
II p(p’)m II < L Ilp L, , P E V. If p E 13, q = P - p(0) E 9% and 
II p(p’)ffi I/ G L II 4 Iin < 2% II 4’ L-I == 25 II P’ L-l . 
However, such p’ exhaust ‘$. 
Conversely, suppose Ii p(p)m /I < M II p lln--l , p E Cp. Then 
so mE W. 
II p(P’)m II = II PUP - P@)W II 
G M lI[P - ml’ IL 
G nM II P - PW, < 2nM II P lIn , 
It is clear that W is a linear subspace of ‘9X and m E W iff 
Ill m Iii = sup01 f(P)m II I II P L = 11 < a. 
For m E W let U, be the unique operator in 23(C+l(1), ‘9JI) such that U,,(p) = 
PC Ph P E v* 
To say that W is a C”(I) module is the same as to say that the operator 
T = p(z) has a C”(I) operational calculus-i.e. the natural homomorphism 
p -+ p(T) has a continuous extension to all of C”(I). Such operators have 
been much studied. (See particularly the work of Kantorovitz [I&IO].) The 
concept of the differential subspace W occurs in his papers where it is viewed 
as the largest subspace of m on which T has a 15’+~(1) operational calculus. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4(3) and (4) follows his work. However, the com- 
pleteness of W is not discussed there. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let ‘9X be a C”(I) module with dtzerential subspace W. Then 
(1) llmll < I/~ m i/l, mE W. 
(2) W is a Banach space under the norm /II . I/l. 
(3) W is a Q-l(I) module. There exists a unique continuous homomorphism 
y: c-l(I) ---t B(W) 
such that 
r(P)m = f(P)m, m E W, PET* 
(4) If SE S(%R) and Sp(z) = p(z)S, then SW C W and I/j S II/ < 11 S/I, 
where /II S j[l is the norm of S in ‘B(W). 
Proof. For (1) note if m E W 
II m II = II dl)m II G III m III II 1 IL = Ill m Ill. 
For (2) let {mlc} be a Cauchy sequence in W. By (1) {mlc} is a Cauchy sequence 
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in ‘$J, so mk * m, in !IQ. The operators {Umlc} are convergent in 23(Cn-1(I), ‘9X) 
to an operator V. Since 
we have 
II f(P)mo I/ < II v/l II P IL-l T PEW 
It follows that m, E Wand I’ = Um, . Since jlj m, - m. 111 = // U,,, k 
- Um, II--+ 0, 
W is complete. 
Let SE 23(m) and Sp(z) = p(z)S. Then 
II P(P) Sm II d II S II /II m III II P L 7 PER m E W, 
so Sm E Wand /II S 111 < /j S 11, proving (4). Now let p, 4 E $3, m E W. We have 
II P(P) f(P)m II = II p(Pn)m II < III m Ii/ II P IL ~1 Q L 
so p(p)m E W and 
Ill dP)m Ill < II P IL iI/ m l/l. 
Hence the map p -+ p(p) is a continuous homomorphism of !$3 into 23(W) 
for the C-l(l) norm. Its unique continuous extension y: P-l(I) -j. ?B( W) 
makes W a C-l(1) module. 
4.5. THEOREM. If D is a continuous derivation of C”(I) into !JJl, then D(z) E W 
and 
D(f) = r(Y) W), f E C”(I). 
Moreover D is continuous as a derivation of C”(I) into W. 
Proqf. We know D(z) E W by 4.2. Also 
D(P) = P(P’) DC4 = Y(P’) 44, PE% 
Let {pF} be a sequence in ‘$3 with p, * j in C”(I). Then p’, * j’ in F-l(I), so 
D(f) = lim D(PJ = r(Y) DC+ 
Moreover (passing through !$J), 
III D(f)lll = Ill r(f’) WN 
G llf’ In-I Ill W4ll 
< n llf -f(o>ll, Ill D(z)!Il 
< 2n Ilf /In Ill W)lli, 
so D is continuous as a derivation of P(I) into W. 
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A nontrivial derivation D: C”(I) -+ 9X will be called singular if D vanishes 
on ‘$ (equivalently D(x) = 0). A singular derivation is, of course, discontinuous. 
A derivation D is decomposable if D can be expressed in the form D = E -1 F, 
where E is continuous and F is singular. Such a splitting is unique. W’e now 
characterize decomposable derivations. In later sections we construct discon- 
tinuous derivations which are not decomposable. 
4.6. THEOREM. A derivation D: C”(I) -+ ‘9.R is decomposable z$ D(z) E W. 
If D is decomposable and D = E + F, then its singular part F vanishes also on 
zZ(D)~. 
Proof. If D(z) E W, define E(f) = y(f ‘) D(z), f E P(l). Then E(z) =m D(z) 
and F = D - E is singular. Let f,g E 3(D). There exist sequences {pk}, {qk) 
in Ip n 3(D) converging to f and g respectively since 3(D) has finite codimension. 
Now 
F(fg) = D(fg - @rsJ - W-g - Pkc4r) 
and the last term converges to zero as E is continuous. By Theorem 1.1 
II D(fg - Pn.qdl G II Nf - P,)g)ll + II Dh(g - qdl - 0. 
Thus F@(D)“) = 0. 
5. DERIVATIONS INTO FINITE DIMENSIONAL MODULES 
In this section we shall be concerned principally with finite dimensional 
Banach modules over P(I). We first consider the continuity problem for 
general finite dimensional 2I-modules. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let ‘3 be a commutative Banach algebra with identity such 
that for each maximal ideal M, and positive integer k, Mk is closed and has jinite 
co-dimension. If %@ is a Jinite dimensional module over ‘3, then 93 is a Banach 
%-module and all derivations from ‘3 to %Jl are bounded. 
Before proving the theorem, we comment on the hypothesis. If for a maximal 
ideal M, the ideal M2 has finite codimension in M, then clearly so does every 
power M”. Christensen [3] has recently shown that if ‘8 is separable and M2 
has finite codimension, then Mk is always closed. In general if M2 is finitely 
generated in M, so is every power M”, and an easy application of the open 
mapping theorem then yields that Mk is closed if it has finite co-dimension. 
The fact that finite dimensional ‘%-modules must be Banach modules is a 
special case of Theorem 5.4, Dales and McClure [4]. To clarify the proof 
for derivations we give a direct argument here. The proof depends on a repre- 
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sentation of the operator involved in terms of linear functionals which vanish 
on powers of a maximal ideal. This is the same technique used by Dales and 
McClure. 
To prove the theorem, let p be the homomorphism of % into S(rrJr) defined 
by p(a)nz = am. If e, ,..., e, is a basis for %R and the matrix for A = p(a) is 
defined by Aej = Cz, aijei then the entries aij = “Ju) are linear functionals 
on ‘$I. The homomorphism p will be bounded if the same is true for all of 
the functionals azj . Since p(‘%) is a family of commuting linear transformations 
it is well-known (cf. [7, pp. 133-1341) that we may write m = ‘$.I& @ ... @ ‘%I& 
where the subspaces 9.X, are indecomposable over p(8). Furthermore bases may 
be chosen in ‘9& so that the matrix for A E p(‘u) has block form 
where (arc) is the matrix for A in ‘rl& and 
If the matrix (c+(u)) has entries C+(U), then Q(U) = 0, i <j, and ~+~(a) =
... = a m,m,(a). The functional m(u) = au(a) is a homomorphism which is of 
course continuous. If M is the maximal ideal which is the kernel of OL, then 
we assert that the functional ~~~(a) on the pth subdiagonal of (ale) must vanish 
on M”‘l. This follows immediately by induction on p using the matrix multi- 
plication identity 
%P&4 = %+9&) 44 + %+P,i+&) %+1.i(@ + ... + 44 @i+&). 
The kernel of the functional cyij is closed since it contains a closed subspace 
of finite codimension in 2I. Therefore aij is continuous. 
To show a derivation D from ‘8 into W continuous, let P, be the projection 
of %N onto ‘9X, vanishing on 2J& , j # K. Then P&u) = p(u)Pk and consequently 
Dk = P,D is a derivation from ‘$I to !I& . If e, ,..., em, is the basis for %Qmk chosen 
earlier, and we write Dk(a) = Cy20 tii(a)ej , then the derivation identity D,(d) = 
p(u) D,(b) + p(b) Dk(u) yields that for each i 
ei(d> = i [OLda> e9(b) + %Cb) ej(“>l 
j=l 
where aij(u) are the entries of (ale(u)). Using this identity it follows easily by 
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induction that B,(Mi+l) = 0, i == I,..., mk . Hence for each i, Bi is bounded, 
and so therefore is D. 
We turn now to the description of the derivations from C”(I) to a finite 
dimensional Banach C”(I) module ‘YJi?. Let p,(X) = J-J:=, (X - X,)“l be the 
minimal polynomial for the operator p(z). We can express YJI as the invariant 
direct sum 
where G@(Z)) = {Xi ,..., hk}, and the minimal polynomial on ‘9X(&) is (h - &)“a. 
We know from Theorem 3.1 that V, < n + 1. Also ‘$I@,) C W iff vL < n. 
There exist projections P,: m + 9X(&) commuting with p(z). If D: C”(I) -+ !IJI 
is a derivation, D = x:,“,, D, , where Di = P,D is a derivation whose range 
lies in ‘$I(&). Thus in analyzing the structure of derivations we can suppose 
that p(x) has a single eigenvalue A0 on %JI. We suppose for simplicity that A0 = 0. 
A further simplification is possible. By the Jordan form for p(z), we see that 
Y.N is the direct sum of subspaces of the form 
a = vCmo , f(4mo ,..., f(4”mo> (1) 
where m, is a fixed vector. We call ‘$I a cyclic subspace with cyclic vector m, 
and height k. We know from Theorem 3.1 that R < n. By repeating the projection 
argument we can express a derivation D as a sum of derivations whose ranges 
are cyclic subspaces. Here we use the fact that the range of a derivation in a 
cyclic subspace is invariant for p(z) and hence is itself cyclic. We say D is a 
cyclic derivation at zero of height K if u(p(z)) = {0}, and the range of D is a 
cyclic subspace of height K. We shall also use the notation S,(f) = f (Q(O)/i!. 
Continuous cyclic derivations have a simple form. 
5.2. THEOREM. Let D be a non-zero continuous cyclic derivation at zero. 
Then D(z) is a cyclic vector, and the height k does not exceed n - 1. Moreover, 
D(f) = c (i + 1) S,+,(f) P(# D(z), f E C”(I). 
2=0 
(2) 
Proof. Since D is continuous, D(z) # 0, and % = D(Cn(l)) = D(‘Q). Let 
s be the largest integer such that D(.zs+l) = (s + 1) p(x)” D(z) # 0. The 
vectors D(z), p(z) D(z),..., p(z)” D(z) s an % and are linearly independent, p 
since if p(p(z)) D(z) = 0, x8 divides p(x), as zero is the only eigenvalue. Thus 
s = k and D(z) is a cyclic vector. The formula D(p) = p(p’) D(z), p E ‘$, 
yields (2) and the fact that k < n - 1 (because the coefficient functionals 
must be continuous). 
We now analyze the elementary types of discontinuous derivations of C”(1) 
into finite dimensional modules. Recall that a derivation is decomposable 
iff D(x) E W. Then D = E f F where E is continuous and F is a singular 
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derivation (i.e., F(‘$) = 0). When a singular derivation F is decomposed into 
a sum of cyclic derivations Fj , each Fi will also be singular. 
Before analyzing the structure of singular cyclic derivations we develop 
some general facts. Let W be a cyclic subspace of the form (1). With respect 
to the cyclic basis the operator p(f), f~ C*(I) has the matrix 
Let D be a derivation at 0 with range !R. It follows from the derivation identity 
that a set (0,) 0, ,..., &J of linear functionals on C”(I) represents D via the 
formula 
D(f) = i b(f) P(Z)” mo 9 f E CW 
i=O 
iff the equations 
are satisfied. Since p(x)“+r = 0 on ‘3, 
3(D) I z?+V(I) = M&O). 
The generator m, (and hence ‘3) lies in W iff k < n. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let D be a non-zero singular cyclic derivation at zero, with 
cyclic vector m, . The height k of ‘3 = D(C”(I)) does not exceed n - 1. There 
exists a discontinuous linear functional 0 on C”(I) which vanishes on S@ and on 
the principal ideal zk+lCn(I) such that 
D(f) = 5 Q+f) pi m, , f E C”(I). 
i=O 
Conversely suppose 8 is a cyclic subspace with generator m. and height <n - 1. 
Let 0 be a linear functional vanishing on ‘@ and on xk+lCn(I) with B(zkCn(I)) f 0. 
Then the formula above deJines a singular derivation of C”(I) onto 92. 
Proof. Since S(D)2 2 Mn,n-1(0)2 = PM,,,-,(O) and D is singular, it 
follows from 4.6 that 
W”f > = ~(4” D(f) = 0, f E KWI-1 - 
580/28/2-7 
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But 8 = D(C”(I)) = D(Mn,,-,(0)), so p(z)“% = 0. Thus p(z)“m, = 0, 
showing K < n. Now let D be represented by the functionals 0, ,..., ok . Since 
they also vanish on ‘p and 3(D)2, they vanish on Mn,k(0)2 = z”+~M,,,(O), 
and hence on zk+lCn(l). It follows from (3) that 
e,(g) = 4c(~“-~g), gECyI), 0 <j<h. 
We take 0 = 0,. 
Conversely, suppose 0 is a functional which vanishes on ‘$3 and Mn,k(0)2. 
Define B,(g) = 0(.z”-ig), g E C”(I). If f~ F(I) we can write 
f = i. S,(f) zi + &a(f), 
where R,(f) E n/r,,,(O). Thus 
$-jfg 1 i S,(f) zk-'j-"&(g) 
i=O 
+ i S,(g) zk-‘j-~‘Rn(f) 
i=o 
+ terms in Cp or in M,,le(O)2. 
Since B(zzR,(f)) = 8(z”f), I > 0, we have 
4(fg) = v-jfg) 
= i. h(f) e,-dg) + go h(g) h(f), 
showing that D is a derivation. Clearly D is singular and onto %. 
There is one other type of elementary discontinuous cyclic derivation which 
arises from the characterization of M,,o(O)2. This type always occurs when 
one has a cyclic derivation of height tt. Such derivations are indecomposable. 
5.4. THEOREM. Let TV be a discontinuous linear functional on P(I) which 
satisfies 
P(f) = (a + 1) %&+1(f)* f E ~n*o(o)2P 
p(l) = 0. 
Let 9l = sp{mo , p(z)m, ,..., p (z)“mo> be a cyclic subspace of height II. Then 
n-1 
G(f 1 = c (i + 1) h+df )PW m. + p(f) PCT m. , f E Wh (4) 
i=O 
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is a discontinuous cyclic derivation of height n. Every cyclic duivation D at zero 
of height n is discontinuous and indecomposable. It has the form 
D=olG$H 
where 0 # a! E C and H is decomposable, and hence is a sum of cyclic derivations 
of heights less than n. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1(i) 
M,,0(O)2 = {f 1 f (0) = f ‘(0) = 0 and f tn+l)(0) exists). 
Thus we can find functionals p as above. Let G be the linear map defined 
by (4). By a straightforward calculation one verifies the identities (3) to prove 
that G is a derivation of height n. 
Now let D be any cyclic derivation at zero of height n. We know from 
Theorem 5.2 that D must be discontinuous. Let D be represented by (19, ..., e,}. 
Since 3(D) I M,,+JO) by Theorem 3.2, P E 3(D), so the derivation g + 
p(a)” D(g) is continuous. However, p(x)” D(g) = B,(g) p(z)nm,, so I?,-,(.) is 
continuous and non-zero since the cyclic module is the range of D. Because 
0, is a point derivation at zero there must exist a non-zero 01 such that B0 = US, . 
Then H = D - olG is a derivation whose range lies in the cyclic subspace 
generated by p(z)m, , and thus in W. If D were decomposable then G would 
be also. However, G(x) = m, $ W. 
It follows now that every derivation of C”(I) into a finite dimensional Banach 
module may be expressed as a sum of cyclic derivations Di associated with the 
different eigenvalues of p(z). The cyclic derivation D, may be written 
where Gi is the discontinuous indecomposable derivation constructed in 5.4. 
The derivation Ei is bounded and Fi is singular. 
6. EXAMPLES 
We now specialize to cl(l) and take !lJX = L,(O, l), 1 <p < co, as our 
module. If for x E 9X and OL E @ we defme the operator p,(x) by the formula 
(P&) .4(t) = W> + 01 Lt 4s) ds, 
then poI may be extended to a bounded homomorphism from Cl(I) to b(‘$I) 
provided that 1 Re oc 1 < 1. See [IO] for details. We shall be concerned with 
the cases 01 = 0, &I. As was noted in section 1, if E = 1 Kantorovitz has 
shown in [lo] that W = {0}, hence there are no non-zero derivations. If 01 = 0, 
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then clearly W = !?X and there are no eigenvectors, hence every derivation 
is bounded and has the form D(f) = f’D(z). 
For (Y = -1 the situation is quite different. Writing p(f) for p-r(j), it is 
verified in [lo] that 
(p(f) x)(t) =f(t) x(t) - jotfY4 4s) 4 f~ CYO x ~Lz@, lh (*) 
defines a continuous homomorphism from Cl(l) to %(9X). The spectrum of 
the operator p(z), where 
p(z) x(t) = tx(t) - jot x(s) ds, x EL,(Q l), 
is [0, I] and every h E [0, 1) is a simple eigenvalue for p(z) with one dimensional 
eigen space spanned by the characteristic function k[,,,l of the interval [A, 11. 
These facts are proved in [6, lo]. While indecomposable derivations into 
finite dimensional Cl(I)-modules must be associated with eigenvalues of ascent 2, 
we will find that the present infinite dimensional module admits an indecom- 
posable derivation, even though all eigenvalues are simple. This derivation 
is discontinuous on every dense subalgebra of cl(I). 
We now characterize the differential subspace W for this module. In the 
following if x is a function of bounded variation, we write x(A) and v(x)(ds) 
for the measure corresponding to x and its total variation. 
6.1. THEOREM. Let L,(O, l), 1 < p < co, be given the Cl(I) module opera- 
tions dejked by (*). An element x of L,(O, 1) belongs to W isf 
(1) x is of bounded variation on each interval [0, t], 0 < t < 1, and 
(2) .f; 44(P, W’ dt < ~0. 
Proof. Let x satisfy (1) and (2). We can suppose x is right continuous. 
Integrating by parts in (*), we have 
(P(P) x)(t) = ~(0) 40) - s,” ~(4 % P E 9. 
It follows that 
II P(P>X IId II P llco(lx(0)l + II F II,>, PER 
where F(t) = v(x)([O, t]), 0 < t < 1. Thus x E W. 
Now let x E W and y EL,(O, l), where I/p + I/q = 1 if p > 1, 4 = CO 
ifp = 1. Then 
s 
1 
YWMf) x>(t) dt 
0 
= I‘:f(t) r(t) x(t) dt - ~'fW W j-l~(t) dt 6 f E Cl(I). s 
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Writing Y(s) = Sty(t) dt, it follows from the definition of W that there exists 
a constant A4 such that 
Thus for each y EL,(O, 1) there exists a finite Bore1 measure vy on I such that 
joljW Y(s) x(s) ds = jo1f(4 v&s), f E C’(I). 
Let S, be the distribution on R whose value on a test function + is 
Then -S,(+‘) = vy($), so S’, = vy where ’ denotes the derivative in the 
sense of distributions. However [ll, p. 541, if a distribution has a measure 
for its derivative, then it is a function which is of bounded variation on each 
bounded interval of R. Thus Y(s) ( ) x s is of bounded variation on [0, l] for 
each y E&JO, 1). Let 0 < c < 1 and choose y > 0 with support in [c, l] 
and sty(s) ds = 1. Then Y(s) = 1 on [0, c] so x is of bounded variation on 
[0, c] for each c < 1. 
We next prove 11 F ]le < co, where F(t) = a(x)([O, t]). Let y EL&O, 1). Then 
/‘ &W’W = 1’ g(t) x(t) y(t) dt + j”’ g(t) Y(t) 44, 
0 0 0 
if g is continuous on I. Thus Y(t) x(dt) is a finite measure on I whose total 
variation on [0, c] is si 1 Y(t)] v(x)(dt). Restricting ourselves to y >, 0 and 
applying Fubini’s theorem we have 
lo’ jtl ~(4 ds +Wt) = 44(P, 4 s,c1~(4 ds + lo’ ~(4 ~(WA 4) ds. 
The left side is bounded as c --f 1. It follows that 
s 1 ~(4 W(P, 4 ds -=-c a~ 0 
for all y EL.,(O, l), y >, 0. This completes the proof. 
We have not determined exactly the norm /I/ x I/I = sup(]I p(p)x 11 I ]I p (lm = l> 
on W. However, 
III x III - I 4Vl + [.r,’ 4Wh W dt]“‘, 
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where - denotes topological equivalence. Note that the Banach space W is 
non-separable, since in the integral norm the difference kI,,r~ - K[,,rl has norm 
at least one if 0 < X < p < 4 . 
A discontinuous derivation of Cl(l) into m will have a finite set of singularity 
points which must be eigenvalues of p(z) by Theorem 1.3. We now construct 
a discontinuous indecomposable derivation whose only singularity point is 
zero. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that 3(D) is the maximal ideal Mr., . Thus 
we must have p(z) D(Z) E W, while D(Z) # W. In our example p(z) D(x)(t) = t, 
while D(Z)(~) = log 2. 
Let H be the subset of M,,, consisting of thosef for which 
I l If ‘(41 ---ds < co. 0 s 
One easily sees that R is an ideal and 
However, both inclusions are proper since t313 ~52 N ik& , and there exist 
functions in Ml,, for which the integral diverges. Let OL be a linear functional 
on Cl(l) satisfying 
a(f) = Ja’+)ds, fe$l, 
“(Z) = or(l) = 0. 
Then LY is discontinuous. Define 
D(f)(t) = -s,l f+ ds + a(f), f E P(1). 
Note the integral defines a continuous linear map of Cl(l) into L,(O, I), 
1 < p < co, so D is discontinuous and its discontinuity arises from that of 01. 
We verify that D is a derivation. It suffices to establish the identity D(fg) = 
P(f) D(g) + p(g) D(f) only for f, g E Ml., . Since the constant function is the 
eigenfunction at zero for p(x), this is true also for p(f), f E Ml,, . Using this 
observation, a computation shows 
p(f > D(g)(t) = s,’ f (‘)‘;(‘) ds , f, g E MI,, . 
Moreover, since fg E $3 we have 
D(fg)(t) = -11 (fg)‘,‘“) ds + ol(fg) 
t-t) 
= t (fg)’ (4 ds 
s 0 s ’ 
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from which the identity follows. It is clear from (-j-) that 3(D) contains all 
the functions vanishing near zero, so zero is the only singularity point for D. 
The separating space for D is the one-dimensional subspace spanned by the 
constant function. 
6.2. PROPOSITION. The derivation D is discontinuous on evmy dense sub- 
algebra of Cl(I). 
Proof. Suppose D is continuous on a dense subalgebra ‘3 of Cl(I). We 
may assume 1 E Cu. Then 93 = 2l n M,,, is dense in M,,, , so & = %‘a is 
dense in M& and therefore in MIS1 . Thus (Y is continuous on the dense sub- 
algebra Cc of Ml,, and c Z 5%. On Ml,, (in fact on Ml,,) we have )I$’ )loo < 
11 f jj < 2 11 f’ Ilrn . Consequently, there is a constant K such that 
and a finite Bore1 measure p on (0, I] such that 
s lf+ ds =Jolf$) &Is), f ECL 0 
We wish to prove dp = s-l ds. Since the latter measure is unbounded, we 
will get the required contradiction. Note that (E = {f’ 1 f~ 6) is a dense sub- 
space of the Banach space of continuous functions vanishing at zero, but & 
need not be a subalgebra. 
If a is chosen with 0 < a < I, we can find a sequence {gJ C Cs. such that 
with M = sup I]gIIc [lm < 00. Let 8 > 0 and let f be a fixed function in (5 
such that 
IfW - 1 I < 69 
If’(t)1 < 6, 
for a < t < 1. Such a function exists since (5 is dense in Ml,, . Nowfg, E 6, and 
k? &J (4 = 0, O<t<a, 
=./It) + (t - a)f’(t), a<t<l. 
Also 
NfgJW G 2WI.W + If’Wl> 
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which is a function in L,(s-l ds). Applying the Lebesgue Bounded Convergence 
Theorem, we get 
s ’ [f(t) + (t - WWI dt a t -I (a,ll [f(t) + (t - 4f’Wl PW 
Let b be the common value of these integrals. Since 
If(t) + (t - a)f’(t) - 1 I r’ 26 a<t<l, 
we have 
lb+3 < -26 log a, 
I b - ~((a, 11)l < ~WPL)K~~ 11).
Since 6 and a are arbitrary, dp = s-l ds on (0, 11. 
Now let ‘93, = cl(I) @ L,(O, 1) with sum norm. With the multiplication 
[f, 4 ’ kc rl = [Ji% AflY + Pk>4 
23, is a commutative Banach algebra under an equivalent norm (since jj p I[ 
depends on p). Define Y: Cl(I) + 23r by 
v(f) = [f, W)l, f E C’(I). 
Then v is a discontinuous isomorphism. Let !23 = ~(Cl(l)). The radical of 23 
is the separating subspace G(Y) = (0) 0 G(D), where G(D) is the separating 
subspace of D. However, G(D) is the one-dimensional subspace generated 
by the constant function. We summarize. 
6.3. THEOREM. There exists an isomorphism v of Cl(I) onto a dense subalgebra 
of a Banach algebra b with one dimensional radical, which is discontinuous on 
every dense subalgebra of Cl(I). 
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